1. Flex Designing
Flex printing is being used widely in different forms including hoarding printing, board printing
etc. It is the maintenance free medium to promote the brand and new products outdoor for long
period. Its cost effectiveness and weather resistant properties contribute in its growing popularity.
We at Shubh Labh A Digital Advertising Agency are engaged in offering digital flex designing
services to add an edge to your marketing campaigns.
Per Design Cost @ Rs. 5, 000/-

2. Company Logo
A logo is a graphic mark, emblem, or symbol used to aid and promotes public recognition. It may
be of an abstract or figurative design or include the text of the name it represents as in a logotype
or word mark. In the days of hot metal typesetting, a logotype was one word cast as a single piece
of type
Per Logo Cost @ Rs. 5,000/-

3. Leaflet · Flyer (pamphlet)
Pamphlet- a type of publication. Folded leaflet Flyer (pamphlet). Cusps of heart valves, also
known as leaflets. Disambiguation icon, this disambiguation page lists articles associated with the
title Leaflet.
Per A4 size Leaflet front and Back @ Rs. 5000/-

4. Visiting card
A visiting card, also known as a calling card, is a small card with one's name printed on it, and
often bearing an artistic design.
Visiting Card @ Rs. 2,000/-

5. Signage designing
Signage is the design or use of signs and symbols to communicate a message to a specific group,
usually for the purpose of marketing or a kind of advocacy. A signage also means signs
collectively or being considered as a group.
Per Signage Board Designing @ Rs. 5,000/-

6. Hoarding Designing
Product Description: We provide creative poster designs and creative hoarding designs for our
clients. We have tremendous experience in poster designs as we also sell creative management.
Hoarding Designing is different than designing a brochure. It is more challenging because you
have to attract the audience and tell.
Per Hoarding Designing @Rs. 5,000/-

7. Product Packaging Designs:
A great package will make your product pop. And fall off the shelf (into customers’ carts). Start a
Design now and our designers will create a packaging design you’ll love, guaranteed.
Product Packaging Design’s @ Rs. 6,000/-

8. For What’s App Designs:
People love the messaging apps like the hometown. What’s app is the best messenger product
because of subtle but smart design choices that were made.
Per what’s App Design @ Rs.2, 000/-

9. Invitation Card Designs :
An invitation system is a method of encouraging people to join an organization. The term refers
to a more specific situation. Hindu marriage rituals and customs which are entangled with eternal
bonding, affection and blessing. The lavish traditions are highlighted with opulently colored
Hindu.
Per Invitation Design@ Rs. 3,000/-

10. News Paper Designs:
News design is the process of arranging material on a newspaper page, according to
editorial and graphical guidelines and goals. Main editorial goals include the ordering of
news stories by order of importance, while graphical considerations include readability
and balanced, unobtrusive incorporation of advertising.
News Paper Design @Rs15/- per sq. cm
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